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ADVANCED HYGIENE SOLUTIONS

UDKW SINGLE LANE HAND SANITATION 
AND SOLE SANITIZER HYGIENE STATION

The UDKW is a compact hygiene station and is designed to ensure that employees or visitors correctly wash and 
sanitize their hands and disinfect the soles of their footwear prior to entering the food production or processing areas.

The machine is fitted with a stainless steel turnstile to ensuring operators use the machine correctly and have 
thoroughly sanitized their hands and footwear.
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The simultaneous insertion of both hands inside the 
first chamber activates a pump which sprays the 
chosen soap onto the operators’ hands allowing the 
user to rub their hands together to agitate the soap. 
After a short delay water is then sprayed to rinse. The 
second hand chamber is for automatic hand sanitize. 
Whilst sanitizing hands, the foot sanitation basin, full 
of sanitation solution sanitizes the bottom of footwear.
Once the hand sanitation cycle is complete the turnstile 
unlocks allowing the operator to pass through into the 
production area. On leaving the production area the 
operator steps onto the machine, a sensor detects 
their presence unlocking the turnstile allowing them to 
pass through.

Unlike some of our competitors CM Process Solutions 
warranty does not obligate you to buy chemicals from 
us in order to receive spare parts or support.

We understand that each application is unique, and 
we fully believe that there is no one who understands 
your needs better than you, the customer and your 
current chemical supplier.

OPERATIONAL DESIGN FEATURES

UDKW SINGLE LANE HAND SANITATION 
AND SOLE SANITIZER HYGIENE STATION

As with all our equipment the range of hygiene stations 
are built using hygienic principles. The construction of 
the machine is manufactured from 304 grade stainless 
steel, surfaces are radiused, so excess liquid drains 
easily form the frame. Chemical is stored within the 
compartment of the machine.
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MACHINE SERVICE DETAILS

ELECTRIC 110 v 60 HZ single phase 4 wire supply 
24 v AC control circuit.

WATER 1 x ¾” NPT Inlet. 43 -65 psi inlet 
pressure (warm if available).

DRAIN 1 x 2 ” Outlet Gravity only.

YOUR CHOICE

The UDKW is fully 304 grade stainless steel with 
sandblasted finish. The machine automatically doses 
the correct amount of hand and footwear sanitation 
chemicals. The Dyson hand dryer is fully integrated to 
the machine.

All process parameters are controlled digitally to be 
uniquely correct for your production system.
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